ABOUT THE BOOK
Hijacked! volume 3, The Nightmare, explores the frightening state of affairs that currently exist in
America caused by the unrelenting errant idealistic efforts over the years of leftists and progressives to
hijack Dr. King’s dream. These ruthless forces have caused a nightmare in America beyond the wildest
dreams of many! Such a decline is heartbreaking when you consider that fifty-seven years ago Dr. King’s
dream clearly defined the goals that must be achieved and the methods that must be employed to fix what
is wrong with America.
The racial division, riots, devastating social and spiritual condition, the extremely scary political
instability of our government, and the forever increasing national debt are only the tip of the iceberg of
nightmarish experiences that the author explores in this brutally honest, biblically sound and
philosophically rigorous exposition. Hijacked! volume 3, The Nightmare, will agitate and cause many
discomfort. It was indeed written as an alarm to awaken America from her stupor of complacency and
apathy.
What this means is that Dr. King’s dream must become a reality in America—soon! In the third volume
of the Hijacked! collection, The Nightmare, Clarence Washington Sr. details the devastating destruction
of the lives of an enormous number of poor, disadvantaged, and middleclass people. This represents the
destruction of the American way of life as a direct result of the hijack of Dr. King’s dream—a dream that
is so inseparably connected to the American dream.
Today, America could be depicted as a waning great person who is standing on the edge of a tall building
at the top of the world, looking around in deep contemplation—not knowing exactly what to do next. If
the winds of change blow too hard, this wavering person could lose their focus, fall, and plunge to their
death—never again to regain their greatness.
To step back from the edge, we must all do our part to make King’s dream a reality instead of watching it
morph into something dark. The Nightmare, is an exposition of the tragic evidence of America’s
imminent loss of her exceptional nation status and the opportunity to make Dr. King’s dream a reality.
For the full dissection of Dr. King’s dream and how our failure to adhere to its principles has led to a
nightmare, explore the other volumes in Hijacked!: How Dr. King’s Dream Became a Nightmare. Other
volumes in this series focus on the dream, the hijack itself, and how we can recover.
One should note that the issues surrounding the hijack and the nightmare it produced are sometimes
complicated, convoluted, and purposely concealed. So a comprehensive understanding of the
complexities of the dream, the hijack, the nightmare, and the recovery process required to make Dr.
King’s Dream a reality is absolutely necessary. Racially woke progressive leftists and Marxists with deep
pockets and unimaginable influence are plotting the engagement of Americans against one another in an
effort to destroy the American way of life from within with such things as critical race theory and the
cancel culture.
Even a casual observation of current events reveals that this is undeniable. Black and White people are
being deceived and manipulated into hating one another. The poor and the well-to-do are being deceived
and manipulated against one another; the educated and the uneducated against one another; Republicans
and Democrats against one another; police and citizens against one another; and children and parents
against one another.
The only way that all of this insanity—all of this hate, division, distrust, demeaning and destruction of the
U.S. Constitution, and unsustainable debt—will end is for Americans to fully understand who their real
enemies are and the effective ways of responding to them. Hijacked! demonstrates in very doable ways
how Dr. King’s dream methods must be employed to achieve his dream goals to end the nightmare in
America.

We must walk by faith and not by sight until what God has promised us becomes a reality. This is the
shocking truth that the author experienced during his years as one who has both Christians and
unbelievers as associates and friends, some of whom are pastors like himself.
Likewise, a similar spiritual stupor and a lack of spiritual discernment can be attributed to White or other
non-Black believers. In a nutshell, the traditional Black church is not the only part of the body of Christ
that has participated in the hijack of Dr. King’s dream. And this will indeed lead to the destruction of the
American dream that Dr. King held so dear to him and proclaimed with love in numerous sermons,
speeches, and books. The virtual destruction of both Dr. King’s dream and the American dream will
occur, for sure and for certain, if the Black church and the White church—if the church—doesn’t recover
from the hijack of Dr. King’s dream.
You see, we have all played a part in turning Dr. King’s dream into a nightmare, either by the sin of
omission or commission, due to a lack of discernment and permitting the infiltration of humanistic and
worldly ideologies and philosophies into the congregations of the body of Christ.

